DXC Managed Services for Microsoft
Azure VMware

Take advantage of the cloud-computing revolution — our automated, flexible, integrated datamigration solution lets you modernize mission-critical systems, shore up security needs, better
serve customers and boost your bottom line.
Unlock innovation with a
powerhouse partnership
from DXC and Microsoft
Smart organizational leaders know
their customers, personnel and balance
sheets benefit when workloads move
to the more secure, scalable cloud.
However, there is concern that the time
and resource costs of such transitions
outweigh the benefits.
Enter the DXC Managed Services for
Microsoft Azure VMware Solution.
This offering scales according to your
budget and your IT needs. With the
powerhouse partnership from DXC and
Microsoft, you get expertly managed
private cloud services from DXC and the
flexibility and scalability of Microsoft
Azure VMware.
We migrate and extend your onpremises VMware vSphere-based
environments to the Microsoft Azure
VMware Solution. Benefits include:
• Quick deployment. Deploy
rapidly to VMware cloud clusters
hosted by Azure data centers by
taking advantage of our solution’s
customizable cloud templates that
draw from vRealize Automation
(vRA) and DXC’s orchestration and
automation library.

• Tailored services. Choose the
services you need from ServiceNow,
vRA or API catalogs or our Enterprise
IT Service Management portal.
You can also receive application
support in DevSecOps, continuous
integration/continuous delivery
(CI/CD), day 2 operations and
Infrastructure as Code.
• Full cloud support. Access the
full suite of Microsoft Azure cloud
services, including architecture,
design, migration, delivery and
continuous operational support
in areas such as storage, virtual
network, and security and financial
management.
• End-to-end managed services. Get
end-to-end managed services support
through Platform XTM, our automated
service-delivery model. The platform
allows for full-stack capabilities,
including infrastructure support,
monitoring and automated patching.

Key benefits
• Go faster. Deploy rapidly
by migrating to a consistent
infrastructure delivered as a
service.
• Reduce risks. Keep threats
at bay by moving to a secure
platform with built-in security
updates.
• Gain expertise. Drive business
value with unparalleled advice
in areas such as cloud migration
of critical workloads, application
development and trend analyses.

DXC Managed Services for
Microsoft Azure VMware
Solution in Action
Here’s some of what to expect from

DXC Managed Services
for Microsoft Azure
VMware Solution: Power of
Partnership

the solution:

With the DXC Managed Services for

challenges in adopting new or

Microsoft Azure VMware Solution, you

updating existing applications

• More innovation. Move to our
future-ready cloud architecture —
with efficiencies in operations,
policies, skills and tools — and
you’re ready to innovate for what’s
next. After migrating existing
applications, turn to long-planned

benefit from a longstanding industry
partnership. DXC is an internationally
recognized Microsoft partner, its largest
IT services partner globally and one of
the first firms to certify as a Microsoft
Expert MSP.

modernization strategies, including

Our two companies are integrated

born-in-the-cloud applications,

from the executive suite to the delivery

traditional applications and eventual

team level, and we share a highly

elimination of “Mode 1” workloads.

collaborative approach to working with

• Reduced or eliminated capital
costs. Consolidate or even close
down data centers by moving
completely to the public cloud, and
reinvest or recover the cost savings.
• Ability to improve business
processes. By moving to the cloud,

clients. Together we have more than
56,000 experts certified in areas such

Capabilities
• Enhanced application
development. Alleviates

• Integrated services. Enables
hybrid IT, allowing for
consistent governance, selfservice and cloud automation
• Fast deployment on premises.
Provides templates for rapid
deployment of new services
• Tailored services. Offers
option of bundling services
and costs based on IT and
financial objectives

as MSP, IT Infrastructure Library, Azure
and Teams. Our reach extends to a vast
array of partners capable of designing,
building, delivering and supporting

revolution while modernizing mission-

digital transformations.

critical systems, managing costs,
enhancing security and providing new

you unleash your organization’s

Why DXC?

ability to improve business processes

The world’s largest companies and

Solutions today:

organizations trust DXC for services that

dxc.com/us/en/contact-us

and make sure both customers and
personnel can conduct transactions
as seamlessly as possible. You are
also better able to future-proof and
centralize your IT investments.

digital solutions. Contact DXC Sales and

optimize investments and drive new
levels of performance, competitiveness
and customer experiences. With DXC,
take advantage of the cloud-computing

Learn more at
dxc.com

About DXC Technology

Get the insights that matter.
dxc.com/optin

DXC Technology (NYSE: DXC) helps global companies run their mission critical systems and
operations while modernizing IT, optimizing data architectures, and ensuring security and
scalability across public, private and hybrid clouds. The world’s largest companies and public
sector organizations trust DXC to deploy services across the Enterprise Technology Stack to
drive new levels of performance, competitiveness, and customer experience. Learn more
about how we deliver excellence for our customers and colleagues at DXC.com.
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